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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Predicting the appropriate needle length to use in oblique interlaminar-approach fluoroscopy-
guided lumbar punctures in patients with a large body mass index is difficult. Using the wrong needle length can lead to an increased
radiation dose and patient discomfort. We hypothesized that body mass index could help determine the appropriate needle length
to use in patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We randomly selected patients who underwent oblique interlaminar-approach fluoroscopy-guided lumbar
punctures and had cross-sectional imaging of the lumbar spine within 1 year of imaging (n � 50). The distance from the skin to the
midlumbar spinal canal (skin-canal distance) at the level of the lumbar puncture was measured by using an oblique angle of 8.6°, which is
an average of angles most often used to perform the procedure. A formula was devised using the skin-canal distance and body mass index
to predict the appropriate needle length, subsequently confirmed in 45 patients.

RESULTS: The body mass index and skin-canal distance were significantly higher (P � .001) in patients who underwent fluoroscopy-guided
lumbar puncture with 5- or 7-inch needles (n � 22) than in patients requiring 3.5-inch needles (n � 28). Using linear regression, we
determined the formula to predict the needle length as Skin-Canal Distance (inches) � 0.077 � Body Mass Index � 0.88. We found a strong
correlation (P � .001) between the predicted and actual skin canal distance in 45 patients, and our formula better predicted the skin-canal
distance than others.

CONCLUSIONS: We designed a formula that uses body mass index to predict the appropriate needle length in oblique interlaminar-
approach fluoroscopy-guided lumbar punctures and validated it by demonstrating a strong correlation between the predicted and actual
skin-canal distance.

ABBREVIATIONS: BMI � body mass index; BMIC � BMI category; FGLP � fluoroscopy-guided lumbar puncture; LP � lumbar puncture; OIA � oblique interlaminar-
approach; SCD � skin-canal distance

The palpation of bony landmarks required to successfully per-

form lumbar punctures (LPs)1 can be masked in 33% of over-

weight patients and 68% of patients with obesity2 due to overlying

soft tissue and can lead to an LP failure rate of 19%3 without

image guidance. Sonography can be helpful for guidance but can

only visualize pertinent bony landmarks in patients with obesity

74% of the time.2 Fluoroscopy-guided LP (FGLP) can help alle-

viate this issue because fluoroscopy helps the operator visualize

the bony structures, irrespective of the body habitus, and, in real

time, can help the operator guide the needle from the soft tissues

to the spinal canal.

An oblique interlaminar approach (OIA) is a common FGLP

technique, which allows the operator to maximize visualization of

the interlaminar space and bypass normal and abnormal osseous

obstacles, such as spondylosis.4A 3.5-inch-long (8.9-cm) LP nee-

dle is most often used to perform this procedure in adults; how-

ever with the obesity epidemic in the United States,5 the use of

5-inch-long (12.7 cm) and 7-inch-long (17.8 cm) needles is be-

coming increasingly common and has been estimated to be nec-

essary in 13.8% of patients.6 Predicting the appropriate needle

length to use in OIA-FGLP in patients with a larger body mass

index (BMI) is difficult and primarily relies on the operator’s

experience. A needle that is too long may lead to an increased risk
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of piercing the anterior epidural space, which can cause a trau-

matic tap,7 while a needle that is too short may not reach the

spinal canal, requiring the insertion of a longer needle and poten-

tially increasing patient discomfort and fluoroscopy time/radia-

tion dose. An increased radiation dose is a particular concern in

patients with obesity because increasing BMI is directly related to

higher fluoroscopy times in patients undergoing FGLP.8 In 2011,

The Joint Commission expressed concern about the exposure of

the American population to medical imaging ionizing radiation

and recommended reviews of practices to reduce radiation expo-

sure to as low as reasonably achievable without compromising

patient care.9

Formulas to determine proper needle length in non-fluoros-

copy-guided interspinous lumbar punctures have been investi-

gated10-13; however, there is no established method to determine

the appropriate needle length for OIA-FGLPs. The purpose of this

study is to determine whether BMI could help predict the appro-

priate needle length in OIA-FGLPs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was approved by the local institutional review board.

Procedure Technique
Following informed consent, all patients underwent FGLP in

the prone position by using a standard biplanar fluoroscopy

machine in a neurointerventional suite. The procedures were

performed by using techniques as dictated by the American

College of Radiology–American Society of Neuroradiology–

Society for Pediatric Radiology practice parameters.14 LPs

were performed by first-year neuroradiology fellows (fellows

had little or no prior experience in performing FGLPs before

the fellowship) under the supervision of attending neuroradi-

ologists (experience in FGLPs ranged from 1 to 20� years).

Under fluoroscopy, the lumbar levels were visualized and the

x-ray tube was maneuvered to the right or left oblique orientation

to optimize the view of the interlaminar space as determined by

the operator. Using a 3.5-, 5-, or 7-inch beveled tip 22-ga needle,

we accessed the lumbar spinal canal mostly at the L2–L3 or L3–L4

level as instructed by the American College of Radiology–Ameri-

can Society of Neuroradiology–Society for Pediatric Radiology

practice parameters.14 Briefly, these levels are favored because the

distance of the skin to the subarachnoid space is shorter6 and the

thecal sac cross-sectional area is larger compared with L4 –L5 or

L5–S1,15 while there is a higher rate of traumatic puncture7 from

LPs at L4 –L5 and a higher incidence of degenerative changes and

spinal canal stenosis at L4 –L5 and L5–S1.16 At our institution, LPs

are rarely performed at L4 –L5 or L5–S1. L1–L2 was never ac-

cessed due to the risk of injuring the spinal cord.

The choice of the needle length was determined by the opera-

tor on the basis of the patient’s body habitus. Patient BMIs were

not routinely checked before the LP. This check is not a standard

practice at our institution or explicitly stated by the American

College of Radiology–American Society of Neuroradiology–

Society for Pediatric Radiology guidelines.14

The needle was advanced through the skin into the lumbar

spine with intermittent pulsed fluoroscopy. Access into the

thecal sac was confirmed on egress of CSF after the removal of

the stylet.

Determination of Tube Angulation
The oblique angle of the x-ray tube used for FGLP at our institu-

tion from September 30 to November 4, 2014, was recorded in a

consecutive subset of patients (n � 30; age range, 19 – 69 years of

age; 14 females and 16 males). In 5/30 patients, a single operator

used a craniocaudal angle (range, 7°–27°) in addition to the lateral

obliquity. The lumbar punctures were performed at L2–L3 in 14

patients, at L3–L4 in 15 patients, and at L4 –L5 in 1 patient. The

average oblique angle used to perform the lumbar punctures was

8.6° � 5.2°.

Patients with Imaging of the Lumbar Spine (Derivation
Sample)
All patients who had FGLP at our hospital during 11 consecu-

tive months from August 2013 to June 2014 were retrospec-

tively reviewed. FGLP was performed on 322 patients (3.5-inch

needle, n � 279; 5-inch needle, n � 36; and 7-inch needle, n �

7). In all patients, age, sex, indication for lumbar puncture,

anatomic level of lumbar puncture, and total fluoroscopy time

were recorded.

We randomly selected 50/279 patients from the 3.5-inch nee-

dle set and included all the patients in the 5- (n � 36) and 7-inch

(n � 7) needle sets for further analysis (total, n � 93). All 50

patients had successful FGLP without adverse events. Our insti-

tutional PACS was queried to identify from these 93 patients those

who had cross-sectional imaging of the abdomen or lumbar spine

(CT, MR imaging, PET/CT covering the abdomen, or CT or MR

imaging of the lumbar spine) performed within 1 year of the LP.

Inclusion criteria for cross-sectional imaging were supine acqui-

sition and inclusion of the flank skin and soft tissue, lumbar spinal

canal, and lumbar vertebral bodies in the FOV. Fifty subjects of

the 93 in the study met these criteria: 28/50 patients in the 3.5-inch

group, 19/36 patients in the 5-inch group, and 3/7 patients in the

7-inch group. Additionally, the patient’s BMI obtained closest to

the day of the FGLP and lumbar or abdominal imaging and days

between imaging and LP were recorded. BMI was categorized

(BMI category [BMIC]) as underweight (BMI � 18.5), normal

(BMI � 18.5–24.9), overweight (BMI � 25–29.9), obese (BMI �

30 –39.9), and extremely obese (BMI � 40), according to the obe-

sity guidelines of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.17

Measurement of Skin-to-Mid-Spinal Canal in the Patients
with Lumbar Spine Imaging
We measured the distance from the skin to the midpoint of the

spinal canal (skin-canal distance [SCD]) at the level where the

lumbar puncture was performed in our cohort of 50 patients by

using the standard measurement tools available on our PACS.

To account for potential variations in needle approach, we

measured the SCD at several angles, including parallel to and

intersecting the spinous process (eg, standard bedside interspi-

nous approach lumbar puncture angle, 0°) at the empirically

determined mean oblique angle (8.6°) and at angles 1 SD from

the mean angle (3.4° and 13.8°). We excluded the craniocaudal
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angles to simplify the measurements. Figure 1 summarizes the

measurement process.

Confirmation Sample
For confirmation, in a sample of 45 patients (n � 16 at L2–L3; n �

21 at L3–L4; and n � 8 at L4 –L5) who underwent OIA-FGLP

from December 2014 to May 2015, the SCD was physically mea-

sured. Specifically, the tip of the needle was confirmed to be in the

center of the spinal canal with a single lateral view. After the com-

pletion of the FGLP, the LP needle was marked at the skin and

removed, and the distance from the skin surface to the tip of the

needle was measured. BMIs obtained closest to the day of FGLP

and other demographic measures were acquired from the elec-

tronic medical record as described above. To minimize selection

bias, we required no inclusion criteria for our confirmation sam-

ple, including prior cross-sectional imaging. One patient was in-

cluded in the confirmation sample and in the derivation sample;

the remaining 44 patients were separate from the derivation

sample.

Statistical Analysis
Demographic information was summarized with means for con-

tinuous variables and proportions for discrete variables. T tests

were performed to compare group differences in BMI and fluo-

roscopy time. To estimate the effect of potentially variant needle

angles on the reliability of CT- and MR imaging– derived SCD

measurements, we calculated the intraclass correlation coefficient

among measurements at different angles (0°, 3.4°, 8.6°, 13.8°).

Following graphic display of the data and assessment for normal-

ity, linear regression was used to explore the relationship between

BMI and SCD. The � weights from the best-fit model were used to

construct a formula for predicting needle length from BMI alone.

On the basis of this formula, SCD was estimated for our confir-

mation sample on the basis of BMI and was compared with the

actual measured SCD length via linear regression. Repeated-mea-

sures ANOVA was used to compare the deviation between the

predicted and actual SCD between our formula and others. Mul-

tiple regression was used to examine the relationship between

fluoroscopy time and needle length after accounting for BMI. For

hypothesis tests, a 2-tailed � of .05 was defined as the threshold for

statistical significance.

RESULTS
Patients with Imaging of the Lumbar Spine (Derivation
Sample)
In our sample of subjects with both LP and cross-sectional imag-

ing data, there were 18 women and 32 men with a mean age of

49.1 � 17.2 years. Twenty-eight patients had LP at L2–L3; 17

patients, at L3–L4; 4 patients, at L4 –L5; and 1 patient, at L5–S1.

The indications for the LP were the following: 23 patients, intra-

thecal chemotherapy; 15 patients, CSF tumor cell detection; 1

patient, evaluation for neurosarcoidosis; 6 patients, detection of

an infectious/inflammatory process in the CSF; 3 patients, con-

cern for pseudotumor cerebri; 1 patient, indeterminate cervical

spinal cord lesion; and 1 patient, concern for subarachnoid

hemorrhage.

Patients had cross-sectional imaging of the abdomen or lum-

bar spine an average of 90 days (range, 1–353 days) before or after

the LP. The cross-sectional imaging consisted of the following: 34

patients with CT of the abdomen, 9 patients with MR imaging of

the lumbar spine, 5 patients with PET/CT, 1 patient with MR

imaging of the abdomen, and 1 patient with CT of the lumbar

spine.

In our sample of 50 patients, based on BMI, 2 patients (2%)

were characterized as underweight; 11 patients (22%), as having

normal weight; 11 patients (22%), as overweight; 19 patients

(38%), as obese; and 7 patients (14%), as extremely obese. Pa-

tients, on average, had a BMI obtained within 12 days of their

FGLP and within 17 days of their cross-sectional lumbar or

abdominal imaging. These 2 BMI values were not significantly

different (average difference in BMI, 1.4; range, 0 – 6.4; P �

.78), nor were the BMI of men (average BMI � 30.7 � 11)

compared to women (average BMI � 33.34 � 9.5), P � .38.

The BMIs of the patients who underwent FGLP with a 5- or

7-inch needle (n � 22; average, 40.1 � 9.8; BMIC, extremely

obese; 11 women and 11 men) were significantly higher (P �

.001) than the BMIs of patients who underwent FGLP with a

FIG 1. Angles used to measure skin to midlumbar spinal canal. Labels:
1 � 0°, 2 � 3.4°, 3 � 8.6°, 4 � 13.8°.
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3.5-inch needle (n � 28; average, 25 � 4.7; BMIC, normal-over-

weight; 7 women and 21 men). The fluoroscopy time in patients

who underwent FGLP with a 5- or 7-inch needle (average, 1.32 �

0.89 minutes) was significantly longer (P � .004) than that in

patients who underwent FGLP with a 3.5-inch needle (average,

0.65 � 0.57 minutes) and also in the entire cohort of patients

(3.5-inch needle, n � 279; 5- and 7-inch needle, n � 43) who

underwent FGLP (P � .004). Multiple regression confirmed that

needle length was an independent predictor of fluoroscopy time,

even after accounting for BMI (P � .003).

Measurement of the Skin-to-Mid-Spinal Canal in Patients
with Lumbar Spine Imaging
SCD estimates were highly reliable between the measured-ap-

proach angles (intraclass correlation coefficient � 0.99). The dis-

tance measured on the cross-sectional imaging in the cohort of 50

patients at the mean FGLP right oblique angle of 8.6° was signif-

icantly higher (P � .001) in patients who underwent FGLP with a

5- or 7-inch needle (average, 4.1 � 0.6 inches) compared with

patients who underwent FGLP with a 3.5-inch needle (mean,

2.7 � 0.6 inches). Similar results were seen at other angle mea-

surements (all P � .001). The data ob-

tained from the cross-sectional imaging

were plotted against the BMI, and with

linear fit, we determined the following

formula at an oblique angle of 8.6°: Skin

to Center of Spinal Canal (inches) �

0.077 � BMI � 0.88 (Fig 2).

Confirmation Sample
There was a strong correlation between

predicted and actual SCD in our confir-

mation sample (r � 0.80, R2 � 0.63, P �

.001), with a difference of 8.0% � 6.2%

(Fig 3). There was no significant differ-

ence (P � .76) between the predicted

and measured lengths if the procedure

was performed at L2–L3 (n � 16; aver-

age, 8.4% � 5.5%), at L3–L4 (n � 21;

average, 8.3% � 7.4%), or at L4 –L5

(n � 8; average, 6.5% � 4.0%). The av-

erage SCD was not significantly different

between the predicted (3.27 � 0.60

inches) and measured (3.36 � 0.61

inches) length difference, 0.09 inches;

P � .15. The average difference between

the predicted and measured SCD length

for women was 11.5% � 6% (n � 15)

and was significantly higher (P � .001)

than that for men (6.23% � 5.4%; n �

30). Our formula more accurately pre-

dicted the needle length from the skin to

the spinal canal than other published

formulas, which were determined for

ISLPs (On-line Table). Figure 4 com-

pares the accuracy of existing formulas

in predicting the actual SCD in our con-

firmation sample. The current model

was significantly more accurate (P � .0001) compared with other

formulas.

In the confirmation sample of 15 women and 30 men, the

average age was 47.1 � 16.9 years and the average BMI was 31.1 �

7.7 (average BMI in men, 30.6 � 6.7; BMIC, overweight; average

BMI in women, 33.0 � 10.1; BMIC, overweight). On the basis of

the BMI, 2 patients (4%) were classified as underweight; 8 pa-

tients, as having normal weight (18%); 10 patients, as being over-

weight (25%); 18 patients, as being obese (40%); and 7 patients

(16%), as being extremely obese. These values were similar to

those seen in our cohort of 50 patients from which we determined

the formula. The average oblique angle used was 8.5° � 4.8° (n �

42; for 3 patients, the angle was not recorded), similar to the 8.6°

angle determined from the angle-determination cohort of 30

patients.

In 36/45 patients, a 3.5-inch needle was used; in 8/45 patients,

a 5-inch needle was used; and in 1 patient, a 7-inch needle was

used. In 1 of the patients requiring a 5-inch needle, originally a

3.5-inch needle was used; however, LP was unsuccessful and CSF

was obtained after the use of a 5-inch needle. Our formula pre-

FIG 2. Correlation of 50 patient BMIs and the distance to the center of the spinal canal on
cross-sectional imaging.

FIG 3. Correlation between actual and predicted SCDs.
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dicted that a 5-inch needle would be required in this patient. In

the patient in whom a 7-inch needle was used, initially LP was

unsuccessful with a 5-inch needle inserted at the L4 –L5 level.

Fluoroscopy showed the needle tip in center of the spinal canal,

but there was no egress of CSF. LP with a 7-inch needle was suc-

cessful at the L3–L4 level. The skin-to-mid-spinal canal measure-

ment based on the LP needle was 4.72 inches, confirming that a

5-inch needle could also have been used at L3–L4; our formula

predicted the SCD to be 4.5 inches. Similarly, in 1 patient, a 5-inch

needle was used at L3–L4; however, our formula predicted that a

3.5-inch could have been used, and our

prediction was confirmed with mea-

surements on the LP needle (predicted,

3.06 inches; actual, 3.15 inches) (On-

line Table). Table 1 shows the accuracy

of our formula in needle-length predic-

tion, and Table 2 shows a comparison

between the needle-length predictions

by the formula and neuroradiologists’ at

our institution.

DISCUSSION
Predicting lumbar puncture needle

length in overweight patients and those

with obesity is usually based on the op-

erator’s experience and can have a fail-

ure rate of 19%3 without image guid-

ance. Many of these patients with prior

unsuccessful lumbar punctures are re-

ferred to the neuroradiology depart-

ment for image-guided lumbar punc-

tures under fluoroscopy. There are no

established methods to help determine

the appropriate needle length to use in

OIA-FGLPs, and this determination primarily relies on the oper-

ator’s experience.

We derived a formula to predict the appropriate needle length

to use in OIA-FGLP by using measurements from the skin to the

midlumbar spinal canal on lumbar cross-sectional imaging, pa-

tients’ BMIs, and oblique angles most commonly used to perform

the procedure. The measurements we obtained from 4 angles (0°,

8.6°, 3.4°, and 13.8°) were very similar, suggesting that our for-

mula can be used on a wide range of OIA angles and with the

interspinous approach, which is much more commonly used

without fluoroscopic guidance.

We validated our formula by measuring the distance from the

skin surface to the needle tip in patients who underwent FGLP

and found it highly predictive of actual SCD. The distance our

formula predicted was, on average, 0.28 inches (8.0%) different,

not statistically significantly different from that measured (P �

.51). Our formula overpredicted the needle length in 13/45 (29%)

patients, underpredicted it in 22/45 (49%) patients, and precisely

predicted (difference of �0.1 inch) it in 10/45 (22%) patients. The

underpredictions never resulted in a needle too short to reach the

spinal canal, while the overpredictions would have resulted in

using a longer needle than needed in 3/45 (7%) patients (5 inch

instead of 3.5 inch). In 7/45 (16%) patients, the SCD was 3.5

inches, so a 3.5- or 5-inch needle could be appropriately used.

The needle-length prediction from our formula would have

guided the operator to use a 5-inch needle in a case that was

unsuccessful with the use of a 3.5-inch needle and would have

guided the operator to use a 5-inch needle instead of a 7-inch

needle and a 3.5-inch instead of a 5-inch needle in 2 patients,

appropriate changes as confirmed on measurements performed

on the LP needles. Our formula correctly predicted the appropri-

ate needle length to use in 92% of patients (3.5 inch, n � 28/31; 5

inch, n � 7/7) (Table 1) and more accurately predicted the

FIG 4. Boxplots demonstrating the accuracy in predicted SCD as a function of the formula. The
predicted SCD from our method was closer to the actual SCD in our confirmation sample com-
pared with the other formulas (P � .0001 for all pair-wise comparisons, repeated measures
ANOVA, Bonferroni correction).

Table 1: Accuracy of formula to predict the appropriate needle
length to use in the confirmation samplea

Actual SCD Correct Incorrect
�3.5 inches 28/31 (90%)b 3/31 (10%)c

�3.5 inches 7/7 (100%)c 0 (0%)
Total 35/38 (92%) 3/38 (8%)

a Accuracy of formula needle-length prediction, 3.5 or 5 inches. In 7/45 patients, the
actual SCD was 3.5 inches; our formula predicted a 5-inch needle in 3/7 (43%) patients
and a 3.5-inch needle in 4/7 (57%) patients.
b Predicted 3.5-inch needle.
c Predicted 5-inch needle.

Table 2: Accuracy of formula versus neuroradiologists at our
institution (fellow or attending, n � 19) in selecting the
appropriate needle lengtha

Actual SCD Formula Neuroradiologists
�3.5 inches 28/31 (90%)b 30/31 (97%)b

�3.5 inches 7/7 (100%)c 5/7 (71%)d

Total 35/38 (92%) 35/38 (92%)
a In 7/45 patients, the actual SCD is 3.5 inches. Our formula predicted a 5-inch needle
in 3/7 (43%) patients and a 3.5-inch needle in 4/7 (57%) patients, and the neuroradi-
ologists selected a 3.5-inch needle in 6/7 (86%) patients and a 5-inch needle in 1/7
(14%) patients.
b Predicted 3.5-inch needle.
c Predicted 5-inch needle.
d A 3.5-inch needle was unsuccessfully used in 1 patient, and a 7-inch needle, in
another patient by 2 different neuroradiologists.
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appropriate use of a 5-inch needle than the subjective assessment

of 2 neuroradiologists (7/7 patients versus 5/7 patients, Table 2).

Neuroradiologists more accurately predicted the use of a 3.5-inch

needle than the formula, but overall (the 3.5- and 5-inch-needle

groups included), the formula and neuroradiologists were equal

in predicting the correct needle length (35/38, 92%). The high

accuracy of subjective needle-length prediction by neuroradiolo-

gists at our institution may be related to the extensive experience

in performing FGLP, because approximately 400� FGLPs are

performed at our institution yearly. Our formula may be partic-

ularly helpful to health care practitioners who perform FGLPs less

frequently.

Our formula more accurately predicted the needle length in

male patients than in female patients (6.23% versus 11.5%, re-

spectively; P � .001) and is probably due to sex differences in body

fat distribution, with women having a more variable fat distribu-

tion with higher subcutaneous fat in the lower back and gluteal

region, while men have more central adiposity.18,19 However, less

accuracy in female patients did not translate to errors in needle

selection as our formula better predicted the correct needle length

in women than in men. Our formula would have predicted the

correct needle length in 14/15 (93%) female patients and selection

of a needle that was too long (5 versus 3.5 inch) in 1 patient; while

in men, our formula predicted the correct needle in 25/30 (83%)

patients and selection of a needle that was too long (5 versus 3.5

inch) in 5 male patients.

There have been studies that have derived formulas to estimate

SCD for interspinous approach LPs, including the formulas by

Abe et al,10 Ma et al,11 Stoker and Bonsu,12, and Chong et al,13

which are often cited in the literature. The SCD that all 4 formulas

predicted were significantly different from the actual SCD (all,

P � .001) measured in our cohort of 45 patients. The predicted

SCD from our formula was 8% different from the actual one,

while the predicted lengths from the formulas of Abe et al, Ma et

al, Stoker and Bonsu, and Chong et al were 20%, 18%, 24%, and

25% different from the actual SCD, respectively (Fig 4). The use of

the formulas of Ma et al, Stocker and Bonsu, and Chong et al in

our cohort resulted in average predicted lengths of 0.56, 0.83, and

0.85 inches less than the actual distance, respectively; and using

their formulas would have resulted in selection of a needle that

was too short (3.5 versus 5 inches) in 2% (1/45) of patients with

the formula of Ma et al, 13% (6/45) of patients with the formula of

Stoker and Bonsu, and 11% (5/45) of patients with the formula of

Chong et al. The formula of Abe et al predicted an average length

of 0.62 inches higher than the actual distance. Most of the differ-

ences (41/45) were overpredictions and would have led to an un-

necessary use of a longer needle length in 64% (29/45) of patients.

The unnecessary use of a longer needle can be problematic be-

cause longer needles are independent predictors of longer fluoro-

scopic time (P � .003, in our cohort of 7 neuroradiology fellows),

even after accounting for BMI, and there may be an increased risk

of piercing the anterior epidural space, which can lead to a trau-

matic tap.7 Furthermore, anecdotally, a longer needle is more

difficult to guide from the skin into the spinal canal, particularly

for less experienced operators; and there is often slower egress of

CSF through longer needles, potentially causing a longer proce-

dural time.

We believe our formula more accurately predicted the SCD

length than the formula of Abe et al,10 because the BMI in the

cohort of 50 patients from which we derived our formula is more

reflective of the adult US population. The patient population in

the Abe et al study had a BMI of 22.6 (BMIC, normal) and in-

cluded children and adults, while the BMI in our cohort of adult

patients was 31.7 (BMIC, obese), which is more similar to the

average BMI of 28.4 (BMIC, overweight) seen in the adult US

population.20 We believe our formula more accurately predicted

the needle length than the formula of Ma et al11 because in our

cohort of 50 patients, the SD of weight (kilograms) of the patients

was higher (24.2 versus 12.7 Kg). A formula derived from a wider

range of patient weights suggests that the formula is potentially

more applicable to a larger subset of the general population. We

speculate that our formula more accurately predicted the needle

length than the formulas of Stocker and Bonsu12 or Chong et al13

because children, who constituted their patient population, have

shorter skin-to-mid-spinal canal measurements compared with

adults and typically require 1.5-, 2.5-, or 3.5-inch needles.

Needle-length predictions from our formula are validated for

FGLPs at L2–L3 and L3–L4 because 90% of the patients from

whom we devised our formula underwent LPs at these levels. This

finding is consistent with the practices of our institution and most

other neuroradiology practices, where most of the FGLPs are per-

formed at these 2 levels.20 LPs are usually avoided at L4 –L5 and

L5–S1 due to the higher incidence of degenerative changes and

spinal canal stenosis16 and the smaller cross-sectional area of the-

cal sac compared with L2–L3 and L3–L4,15 which could cause a

lower success rate. In addition, lumbar punctures at L4 –L5 are

associated with twice the risk of traumatic lumbar puncture com-

pared with L2–L3 and L3–L4,7 which could lead to complications

and confound results, especially in patients with concern for sub-

arachnoid hemorrhage. In the limited patients in whom we per-

formed FGLPs at L4 –L5, our formula was accurate in predicting

the needle length in 8/8 patients, with a 6.5% difference between

the predicted and actual length. However, the average BMI in

these patients was 25.6 � 5.2 (BMIC, normal-overweight), which

was lower than the average BMI in our cohort of patients who

underwent LPs at L2–L3 (average BMI, 31.5 � 8.4; BMIC, obese;

n � 16) and L3–L4 (average BMI, 32.6 � 7.5; BMIC, obese; n �

21) because operators favored performing FGLPs at L2–L3 and

L3–L4 in patients with large BMIs because the distance from the

skin to the subarachnoid space is shorter at L2–L3 and L3–L4

compared with L4 –L5.6

Our study has limitations. First, our sample size (n � 50) from

which we derived our formula was small; however, our patient

population is reflective of the US population because the BMI of

31.7 (BMIC, obese) in our cohort is similar to the average BMI of

28.4 (BMIC, overweight) in the adult US population.21 Second,

our findings are based on the FGLPs performed at a single insti-

tution; though with a total of 14 neuroradiology fellows perform-

ing the FGLP under the supervision of 15 attending neuroradiolo-

gists, there was a range of operator skills. Third, our formula is

designed to predict the appropriate needle length to use at the

L2–L3 and L3–L4 levels and might not be accurate at L4 –L5 or

L5–S1, especially in patients with obesity (BMI � 30). Fourth, on

cross-sectional imaging, we measured the distance from the skin
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to the midspinal canal with the patient in a supine position, which

can vary slightly (approximately 0.1 inch) from that determined

from measurement in the prone position used for FGLP.22 Fifth,

lumbar puncture needles can bend while traversing from the skin

to the spinal canal and could potentially affect the measured dis-

tance on the needle used as the reference standard. Sixth, the

accuracy of prediction of SCD diminishes in patients with ex-

treme obesity.

CONCLUSIONS
We derived a formula (0.077 � BMI � 0.88) to predict the

distance from the skin to the center of the spinal canal to deter-

mine the needle length (inches) to use in OIA-FGLPs in adults.

We validated our formula by demonstrating only an 8% differ-

ence between the needle-length predictions and the actual dis-

tance from lumbar puncture needles used in patients. Our for-

mula better predicted the SCD than other published formulas and

can help guide operators in selecting the appropriate needle

length for FGLPs.
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